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A MOMENT OF REFLECTION
MARK ENGELLAND, BOARD CHAIRMAN

UNDERSTANDING
PROPANE
See page 3 for details.

As we approach the
end of 2021, it is a
good time to reflect
on what changes
we have had in
our Co-op, our
country, and our
world since 2020.
Certainly, we are
seeing higher prices at the farm level.
At times each of the farm commodities
handled through Central Prairie Co-op
have shown surprising bullish strength.
However, on the heels of the strength in
grains, there has been a rapid increase
in the cost of inputs and the additional
threat of supply disruptions. Markets
are notorious for disliking uncertainty
and we are in a time of substantial
uncertainty. It seems like we have
moved from the penny-ante table to the
high-stakes room overnight. Throughout
it all the CPC management has done
an excellent job of making sure our
farmers have fuel, feed, fertilizer,
herbicide, seed, and all the additional
items needed to produce food and fiber
for our world. The one certainty is that
in the high-stakes game of farming,
the more tools we can use to reduce
exposure, the better chance we have to
still be at the table later on.

The board has been working to provide
opportunities for our members to
manage the risk of market prices
and shortages. We have arranged
for Mike Corbis to spearhead our risk
management service to our producers.
Mike can help protect profitable prices
for grains and cattle using a variety
of market tools. We also have made
agreements with Winfield United to give
our members more opportunities to
contract fertilizers into future months.
We have fuel contracts available and
there are feed, mineral and supplement
prepay opportunities available. Your
CPC board of directors is working to
provide ways for patrons to manage the
wild volatility and potential supply issues
so that your farm is well situated to take
advantage of the good side of volatility.
Be sure to contact your local CPC
representative if you have any questions
about what contracts are available.
Related to the changes of 2021, we
are continuing to work through the
dissolution of TMA. The process has
been moving forward but at the time of
this writing there is nothing concrete
to report. Continue to check the TMA
Dissolution Update tab on the cpcoop.us
web page for news of progress.

LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES
WILL CONTINUE INTO 2022
JOE SCHAUF, CEO
The United States is in the middle of some very
challenging and difficult logistical circumstances
that have affected all of us in some way. From
the lingering effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
to the devastating damage left by Hurricane Ida,
our country has struggled to keep the supply
chain balanced with demand.
Focusing on the agriculture industry and Central
Prairie Co-op, we continue to struggle keeping enough inputs in our
sheds to supply our producers with the products they need to raise
the next crop. The nation’s ports have backlogs that we haven’t
seen in a long while and a lot
of this backlog is for imports
and exports of agriculture
products. China has suspended
fertilizer exports to ensure that
they have enough supply to fill
their domestic requirements.
They have also increased their
environmental regulations ahead
of the 2022 Winter Olympics
which will affect the 2-4-D,
glyphosate, and other active
ingredients that are used in
the production of agriculture
chemicals here in the US. China, China, China. Seems like we have
become very dependent on their production.

TOGETHER,
WE CAN GET
THROUGH THIS

But there are other factors at play as well. CF Industries Holdings, Inc.
filed petitions in July of this year, seeking investigations into antidumping
and unfairly subsidized imports of UAN from Russia and Trinidad. This
has curtailed imports of UAN and is causing prices to rise and supplies
to shrink. Higher energy costs are forcing manufacturers to shut
plants, especially in Europe where natural gas prices are skyrocketing;
affecting ammonia prices. The winter storm last February and Hurricane
Ida forced the temporary closure of facilities in Louisiana which are
still affecting supplies today. Usually, we can withstand some small
disruptions to the supply chain like an acre shift of a few million, a bad
storm, or a plant shut down. If any one of these happens today, it will
have a major impact on supply and price.

CFA FINANCING

$200.00 Fee (Advanced on the Booked Loan)			
Maturity Date: February 15, 2023			
Non-Revolving Loan					
No Penalty for early payoff				
Variable Interest Rate				
A. General Crop Inputs (6.25%)				
Fuel, Feed, Oil, Grease, TBA, Merchandise, Etc.
B. Agronomy Products (2.25% thru 7-31-2022)			
Chemicals, Fertilizer, Seed & Agronomy Services		
(Excludes Aerial Application – eligible for A)
C. Direct Agronomy Products (3.25% thru 7-31-2022)		
Direct Chemicals & Direct Fertilizers
		

SECURE FINANCING
$150.00 Fee – added to the booked loan
Maturity Date: February 1, 2023
No Early Payoff Penalty
Fixed Interest Rate
A. 0.0% or 2.0% (Depends on credit score)
Winfield eligible products ONLY - Seed, Chemicals,
Direct Chemicals, and Micronutrients
Variable Interest Rate (*Rates as of September 15,
2021)
B. 4.25% or 5.25% (Depend on credit score)
Bulk Fertilizer, Glyphosate, & Application Costs
(B portion can’t be larger than 50% of total loan)

Crop year 2022 has officially started! Need assistance
financing crop inputs? Central Prairie Co-op has The
Cooperative Finance Association and Secure By Winfield
United crop input loans available for your agronomy
needs. Apply today by contacting your Agronomy Sales
Team or Amy Theis, Customer Finance Manager, at
(620) 278-2141 or atheis@cpcoop.us. Lock in your
Seed, Chemical, Fertilizer, AND Application costs now!

2022 will be a challenging year for our producers and the team at
Central Prairie Co-op. We ask for your patience and cooperation as
there may be temporary outages and product shifts that will affect our
decisions going forward. Together, we can get through this difficult
time and look for brighter days ahead.

PLANNING AHEAD
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
All Central Prairie Co-op locations
will follow this holiday schedule:
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Christmas Holiday

New Year’s Holiday

All branches will close at noon
on Thursday, Dec. 24 and
reopen on Monday, Dec. 28.

All branches will be closed on
Friday, Dec. 31 and
reopen on Monday, Jan. 4.

‘

,

‘

UNDERSTANDING PROPANE
EMILY HAAS, PETROLEUM DEPARTMENT MANAGER
This year, propane markets have been
unusual to say the least. There was the
unexpected polar vortex in February that
left many struggling for power and heat.
In turn, it drove the propane price up
for a short time and caused availability
and delivery issues on our side. This
also caused an increase in customers
contracting for propane for this next winter heating season.
We are used to seeing a pullback in price during spring so
we can start purchasing gallons for the upcoming winter
season. Unfortunately, that did not happen, and they have
been increasing day by day. Propane prices have increased
by .58¢ since April 1st which also did not allow for the
normal price break in the summer months. The cause of
this increase is partly due to the amount of propane being
exported and not having the builds that we normally have.
Please call us with any questions you have on this winter
heating season.
CPC Propane Tips/Info:
• All propane tanks are required to have a legible
Manufactures Nameplate- if this does not exist, they are
not permitted to be filled
• Tanks need to be set a certain distance from the building
for safety reasons
» 125-gallon to 500-gallon tanks need to be 10 ft
» Up to 2000-gallon tanks need to be 25 ft

• Domes need to be attached to each tank to protect tank
valves and fittings
• Leak tests are required anytime there is an interruption of service
» This includes any tank out of gas or any tank whose
valve has been shut off
» It is the law!
• Tanks need to be painted a light reflective paint to keep the
tank from absorbing the heat
» Dark (Non-Reflective) Propane Tank = Absorbed
Heat = Propane Expansion = Relief Valve May Open
• Modifications to any part of a propane system is not
advisable and unsafe. All repairs and modifications to any
part of a propane system should be handled by a propane
company or a licensed propane gas professional
• Mother nature is fierce and can cause many unexpected
issues with your propane tank. If you know of any problems
with your tank, please call us immediately. If you suspect
a leak or smell of propane, please leave the premises,
and call your provider or 911 immediately. DO NOT create
any flames or sparks. Do not operate lights, appliances,
telephones or cell phones. They could trigger an explosion.
• Pilot lights- if it goes out repeatedly or is difficult to light,
there may be a safety problem. DO NOT try to fix the
problem yourself. Call a qualified professional.
• Please keep a clear path to the propane tank for deliveries
and in case of emergencies. Make sure any trees, grass,
weeds, and bushes are all trimmed and away from the tank
and tank is clear of surrounding debris.
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SHORTAGES ACROSS THE BOARD
BRANDON WARNER, SEED DEPARTMENT
We are just about at the end of the year,
though there are still a handful of things
to keep in mind during the fall/winter
seasons that can help keep things running
as smoothly as possible.
With the fall harvest wrapping up, I know
that many are pushing hard to get wheat
in the ground as soon as possible. Despite
the blessing of good moisture up to this
point, it is always important to stop and think about input costs
when it comes to seed. Prices are continuing to increase
across the board; it is the unfortunate reality of today’s market.
With that said, Central Prairie has a few different early order
programs that you can take advantage of. These programs
include seed brands like AsGrow®, DEKALB® and Croplan®.
Contact your local sales person as soon as possible to stay
ahead. The deadline for these seed programs is November 19th.

landing in July next year for spraying Xtendimax®, we may be
limited in our options. As you most likely know, the current
herbicide shortages of glufosinate, RoundUp® and potentially
2,4-D choline is affecting not only us but the entire country. It
seems that China’s recent export suspensions have taken quite
a toll. If late wheat pressure is truly a concern, we need to be
looking at these options for late planted beans; either late-full
season or even double-crop.
Lastly, I’d like to talk about trait platforms. As far as late
season soybeans, knowing the best course of action is going
to rely heavily on the agricultural industry as a whole. One of
the more major concerns as of late is the supply vs. demand
issue when it comes to glufosinate for beans. We have had
quite a tough time getting our hands on a solid supply of
glufosinate, and are hoping to see more arrive in the near
future. Once we have a better grasp on this, we will be able to
determine when we will be able to begin spraying.

Looking ahead to next year, it’s also important to think about
your best option for seed treatments. This past year, much of
our geography was planted with XtendFlex® soybeans, as very
little Enlist E3™ soybeans were available. With our deadlines

Times are tough, however, know that Central Prairie Coop is
here to help with anything you may need. As always, thank you
for your business.

A YEAR OF EFFICIENCY

reduced lines and shorter wait times allowing our growers to get
back to the field sooner.

SHANE ECK, OPERATIONS MANAGER

We’ve been busy here at Central Prairie.
As I mentioned in my last article, we
understand how important efficiency is
to both our customers and our staff.
Making improvements wherever we can
is the best way to serve you better.
With that said, we’ve made quite a few
significant improvements to further
boost our efficiency, providing you a more seamless and
stress-free experience.
To start, there are a handful of improvements we have made at
several locations that have proven to help our operations run
smoothly. The first was in Claflin and became operational earlier
this year. Results of this upgrade have been very strong, with
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Moving to Lyons, we have installed a grain probe that allows
testing times to be reduced and send our growers on their
way. Next, in Alden, we noticed our leg belt and buckets were
showing significant wear. We decided to replace both the belt
and the buckets to avoid any failure during our busy harvest
season. Additionally, our cyclone in Alden has also been
replaced. As a result, the amount of dust being put into the air
is far less than it was, increasing air quality while also reducing
overall time spent housekeeping.
Lastly, I’d like to mention our internal maintenance department.
None of the things I mentioned above would have been possible
without them as they have worked tirelessly to keep us up
and running. A little over a year ago, we hired an internal
maintenance coordinator, Jeff Arnold. With his extensive
background and experience, we were confident in his ability
to help us with any and all repairs that could help us stay on

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
ALLEN SHIVE, AGRONOMY MANAGER
All that I really say in regards to the last
120 days is: WOW! A year ago, when I
was writing this newsletter, I wrote that
nitrogen prices were the cheapest we had
seen in years; here we are a year later and
nitrogen (along with all fertilizer products)
are the highest we have seen since 2008.
All fertilizer is more than double in price
and logistics are horrible. The domestic
fertilizer industry has never recovered from the extreme cold
in early spring of 2021. Throwing COVID-19, labor issues, and
reduced imports of fertilizer into the mix has brought about
challenges never seen before with not much end in sight for
the next few months. In my opinion, the biggest difference
between 2021 and 2008 is 2008 was demand and 2021
is supply. Supply is a much bigger problem and It’s not just
fertilizer.
We have a staggering amount of crop protection products on
order since Sept 1st, 2021 and have had very few deliveries.
Any glyphosate, glufosinate or Dual products are in very short
supply. Alternatively, we do have options on locking in nitrogen
and phosphate for the upcoming wheat crop and next year’s
corn, soybean and milo crop. We will try our best to get you
what you need, however, the window we have been given to
purchase fertilizer is tight. I ask that you please try to work
with us. Contact us with any questions you may have on seed,

fertilizer, direct-to-farm loads of fertilizer or any cash and carry
chemical opportunities that we could lock down with financing
options. The sooner we make these input decisions, the better
our chances of success will be in 2022.
A real bright spot for CPC has been the Hagie/Montag row
crop applicator that is our inter-seeding cover crop seed
in standing row crops. We are partnered with the Kansas
Department of Health and Environment, Cheney Lake
Watershed and the Little Ark Watershed and have found much
success. A project we completed this summer at Sterling
Hub was installing a blender and putting up storage to store
our own cover crop seed. That has really helped us be more
efficient. Knowing that the acres we have applied for have
doubled from 2020, we are convinced there is tremendous
interest and enthusiasm for the cover crop acre and CPC is
grateful to be a part of this exciting new trend in agriculture.
There are many NRCS programs that include cover crops.
From what I have learned, it is worth asking your local NRCS
about.
The 2022 crop year will certainly be full of challenges but
working together we will get through it. Communication will
be key to success for all of us. From the agronomy staff at
Central Prairie Co-op, thank you very much for your business
and confidence in what we do.

...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

track during our busiest seasons. In retrospect, we
couldn’t be happier with that decision. Thanks to
Jeff, we have been able to conduct not only repairs,
but improvements, much quicker than before while
also reducing the overall costs of hiring an outside
contractor. We anticipate these improvements
to continue into the future, helping us reduce
downtime.
As we head into a brand new year, I know that more
improvements are waiting to be made at each of
our locations. With that said, I am thrilled to begin
my search once again for any and all ways to better
serve our customers.
I thank you for your continued business with Central
Prairie Cooperative and wish you a safe and happy
fall/winter season.
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A SEAMLESS TRANSITION
LEE BURGESS, GRAIN DEPARTMENT MANAGER
Corn harvest is almost complete with
overall receipts looking to come in below
our five-year average. Basis spreads
between our local elevators and Kansas
Ethanol, along with the Hutchinson, KS
terminals, have pushed some bushels
away that we would have normally
received. Soybean and milo harvest
is starting to pick up and we are busy
moving grain at many of our locations to make the space we
need to take the balance of the fall harvest.
As many of you have already heard, we will be marketing
our own grains in the future because of our exit from TMA.
At this point, we are not sure of the ending date as many of
the details are still being worked out. We are hopeful and
have been planning on being ready to go at the beginning
of January 2022. More details about this will be shared with
everyone when they become available. Keep checking the
CPC website for updates.
What we can share are some of the projects that we have
been working on for the past several months to prepare
for this day. It is our goal to make the transition from TMA
as seamless as possible for you as the producer. With our
grain warehouse license currently being under TMA, we
have been working with the Kansas Department of Ag on

the application for a warehouse license under Central Prairie
Co-op. We have been working with AgTrax, our accounting
software program provider, to get the commodity
accounting section set up so we can transfer information
from TMA when that day comes. Along with that, we have
been working with StoneX (formerly FCStone) setting up
our grain trading platform and they have been helping me
be more prepared to start marketing the grain for Central
Prairie Co-op. I have already completed some of their
online training with more training to come in Kansas City
in December. It will be beneficial to have their many years
of experience and connections to help us with our grain
marketing moving forward. We have started working on
getting our grain App set up and have also been interviewing
candidates for a Grain Marketing Advisor to help our
producers with their risk management needs. A familiar
face, Mike Corbus, which many of you will remember from
the past, is working with us on this process. He will be a
face out in the field for us as well as helping train the person
we hire on the package of marketing options that we plan to
offer our producers.
We felt it was very important that you, the producer,
are offered many of the same services and marketing
opportunities you are accustomed to receiving and we are
very busy making sure that we are ready to do so. If you
have questions or concerns, please give us a call.

FROM THE FEEDMILL

VERTON MILLER, FEED DEPARTMENT MANAGER
The feed business continues to grow at
Central Prairie Co-op. While the dynamics
have changed, our tonnage continues
to rise. The great news, is that the CPC
Board has approved the purchase of a
new feed truck. It is a 20-ton straight truck
with a seven-compartment bed. I would
like to thank the board for their support of
the feed department, this kind of truck is not cheap and so it
shows their commitment to feed.
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Some follow up on the CPC Show Feed line; we streamlined
our show lines and concentrated on making one or two feeds
for each species, the result was more consistent and fresher
feed and the feedback I received was very positive. It was
good to see all the County 4-H Fairs in full swing this summer
with many CPC fed animals placing at the top of their classes.
I hope that you are all as proud of CPC for their support of
the youth through 4-H and other projects as I am. Central
Prairie Co-op invested over $20,000.00 in premium sales for
the youth in an eight-county area. I have also been impressed

OFFICE NEWS
DAVID CORNELIUS, CONTROLLER
This is the time of year when we begin to
prepare for calendar year-end and make
sure all tax notices have been sent out,
including the DPAD (Domestic Productions
Activity Deductions) Allocation. If you
received this notice, this amount will
appear on your 1099 for tax year 2021
as well as your patronage and Per Unit
Retains (Grain Sales) amounts.
Central Prairie Co-op paid out $300,000 in Patronage in May
with 40% cash 60% Deferred Patronage. CPC passed through
$2,000,000 in DPAD allocations as well. In September, CPC also
mailed out $350,000 in Equity Retirement checks which was for
patronage earned in 1999.
There has also been an increase in cyber security/
ransomware attacks lately which are specifically targeting ag
business’. I want to assure you, our customers, that we work
hard on training all employees against cyber attacks/threats

and that our network is protected as much as possible.
Unfortunately, there is no 100% way to stop an attack, but
we look for ways to prevent/protect one from happening
daily. The biggest way to prevent an attack is to educate the
employee group on what to look for.
The Admin Office staff has also been busy preparing for the
upcoming grain duties that will be happening with the dissolution
of TMA. To read more about the dissolution, please go to our
website www.cpcoop.us and click on the “TMA Dissolution
Updates” tab to find the latest information. Part of this project
will also be the setup of Direct Deposits of your grain checks. We
will be mailing out an ACH authorization in the near future that will
allow us to direct deposit your grain check.
Thank you for your patience during this change over. We
are trying to keep it as seamless as possible from your end
to eliminate any inconveniences for you. Thank you for your
business!

...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

as the 4-H members come into different locations and want
to thank us personally for supporting their endeavors, so my
hat is off to the parents – you are doing a great job at raising
some really cool kids.
We are seeing some price increases across the board and
lawn fertilizer is one that has been affected by the price
increase in urea and phosphorus. Not sure what spring
will look like, but I wouldn’t be surprised to see more price
increases for fertilizer.
The best time to put down lawn winterizer is when the grass is
dormant or close to it – November/December. Number’s time:
we sold over 3600 bags of lawn fertilizer and almost 10,000

pounds of grass seed in the last year!
Mark your calendars for our Spring Open House in Hutchinson
and we are going to have one at the Sterling Farm Store
location as well. Watch for a date confirmation, usually the third
Wednesday in Hutchinson and Sterling a week or two later if all
goes according to plan. We will have vendor representatives to
answer all your fertilizer, chemical and feed questions. Come
and join us for coffee, donuts, and lunch at both locations.
That’s all the news for now. There is always something
for which to be thankful, so be thankful every day. Happy
Thanksgiving from Central Prairie Co-op!
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LIKE US ON FACEBOOK FOR PHOTOS AND UPDATES.

FACEBOOK.COM/CENTRALPRAIRIECOOP

INTERESTED IN RECEIVING A DIGITAL COPY
OF THIS NEWSLETTER?
SEND AN EMAIL TO PATRON@CPCOOP.US TO ADD YOUR NAME TO THE LIST.

